The Transformation of Hospital Informatization Management Mode
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Abstract. Combining with the trend of social development and the literature, this paper illustrates the importance of informationization construction in hospital, especially its role in the modern hospital management and the social and economic benefits. The hospital information construction is the inevitable trend of modern hospital management.

1. Introduction

Modern hospitals is a versatile and open society organism, not only the level of the internal contact various departments, but also extension of oriented society which is extremely rich, involving with government, enterprises, communities, community, etc. Because of this, modern information and digitization technology in hospital has a more urgent and practical demand. By the construction of information, hospital is one of the important goals of management personnel at all levels [1].

Hospital information for patient services, to provide a real service and convenience for the patient, one is based on the patient as the center and in obedience to the established on the basis of reasonable process provides the quick service for the patient. The second is to improve the shortcomings of the original process, the realization of the hospital management reform. We work in the computer system specification process, centralized management, diversified service facilities arrangement, and realize the truly realize the "patient-centered", the scientific management [2].

2. The main content and importance of information platform construction in hospital

In medical data information, electronic medical records electronic medical records are not static, but dynamic intelligence sources of information. Electronic medical records reduce the burden of health care workers. To improve the efficiency of medical work of electronic medical records assist doctors medical record writing, through convenient editing tools, typical medical record templates, can greatly improve the efficiency of medical record writing, will the doctor liberated from heavy medical paperwork. Computer automatic processing orders, also can reduce the doctors and nurses unnecessary copying work, reduce the error probability [3]. Check your application result and paperless transfer, speed up the return of the results.

2.1 Query system increases charging transparency

It can be design teacher can through the condition the plot, the selection and design of a targeted teaching, not to the diagnosis of human use and study, independent design and preview surgery, to select the best treatment plan.

2.2 Prevent mistakes

Electronic medical records improve the quality of medical doctors on diagnosis and treatment decision process, the patient is essentially based on his knowledge of the according to the process of judgment. Although computer cannot replace the doctor's judgment, but can provide effective
information fully, assist doctors make judgments [4]. The services include: medical record review of similar disease, help doctors to choose the best

3. Improve the quality of health care and treatment

The association of education communication and technology which is defined as education technology is the design of learning resources and learning process, development, application, management and evaluation of the theory and practice [5]. For applications in the field of medical education, it is to use modern teaching activities with modern information technology as the core of education technology, the teaching resources and teaching process in design, development, application, management and evaluation of the theory and practice. Including software and education resources, development and utilization should be put in the first place, which generally involve with more authoritative teaching materials [6].

3.1 Patient as the center of service

It can be directly to handle settlement in a hospital. Ginseng protect patients after medical costs more than just deliver medical personal responsibility proportion, special fund to pay part by the payment of hospital, and medical insurance settlement on a regular basis [7]. The move leaves out the patients to audit reimbursement of travel health care center, is well received by the patients with outpatient service a serious illness. Review and save the medicare agency staff reimbursement documents it takes a lot of time, improve the work efficiency and service quality health care institutions [8].

3.2 The convenience for patients

For the convenience of patients, local area network with Unionpay center with special line, from the hospital to Unionpay to pay fees, patients do not need to pay any fees, can brush Unionpay card settlement. In outpatient service charge management, hospital management program module embedded in the Unionpay machine interface, the patients in the outpatient fee or length of stay in the inpatient pay hospital accepting the gold and the settlement, can be directly brush card settlement. Not only provides the convenience for the patient but also reduce the risk of the patients to access large amounts of cash.

3.3 The convenience for doctors

Rates of construction of the hospital running cost savings, the establishment of large-scale hospital information construction and implementation, and scientific and rational use of the network storage all functions of all data and information, the traditional prescription, outpatient service log use network transmission to solve, the construction of the information for save the daily spending. Test specimen out belongs to very scientific platform, before the doctor prescribed a lot of paper according to the test item of mesh, after fees, inspection personnel according to the acquisition of each paper, specimens of a paper is a tube [9].

There are a lot of projects are carried out on the same instrument, so only need a tube of blood. Tradition not only time-consuming but also waste material, through the computer, in turn, interface, the instrument test specimens were calculated at the same time, and automatically merge inspection, only need a tube of blood, test machine for the project. Now you just need to pick a tube of blood specimen, namely reduce the workload of blood, and for the cost of the test tube is reduced.

3.4 Feedback supervision

Supervision by public opinion is to create an interactive cooperation, to accept the media public opinion information and to take the initiative to feedback opinion of the media supervision by public opinion. The author's hospital compound evening there is a "current politics news" program, answer people all aspects of problems by the government [10]. Dean came across people reflect the hospital "health check" red, immediately call the health department know the situation to find the audience through television. After the event, the audience is explained by telephone. The friend
admits to understand health care provision. The above examples of surface, the role of the media supervision by public opinion is very big, can play a supervision and feedback information from different sides warning role [11].

4. Summary

Hospital information system is an important symbol of modern hospitals, also is the necessary infrastructure. Hospital information system should be suitable for the hospital management model of our situation. Hospital information system in the information is processing, standardization, scientific storage requirements. The implementation of hospital information system must be equipped with a set of perfect management system to ensure the smooth implementation. With the further deepening of the modern management technology, hospital information system has become a hospital management decision makers on one of the necessary means of modern hospital management.
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